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BOR wants schools to be more efficient
by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

While the Board of Regents has set
goals for the State University System
in the remaining years of the
twentieth century, there is question
as to whether the state's nine public
universities can be efficient.
The Committee on Management
Efficiency implored the nine
universities that they must "do
things right the first time" and to do

them effectively by "doing the
optimum thing for the desired
result.''
One of the first aspects of efficiency
taken up by the BOR was to grant the
SUS local agency status. That allows
each university to act more
independently of the state in many
matters.
Doug Kucklick, bargaining unit
representative for the 17 ,000 career
service employees in the state, says
the local agency status is a must.
"Even though 700 career service

employees work at UCF-people like
secretaries and just about anybody
who
is
not
falcul ty
or
administration-they were not
accountable to (UCF President)
Trevor Colbourn. They were
accountable to the states's
Department of Administration,"
Kucklick said.
The paper work involved everytime
a career service employee needed a
day off was unbelievable, said
Kucklick.
:'We are making the right moves

now. We needed this to get passed
and by July 1. We will be working for
the BOR," Kucklick said.
Colbourn said that even though
more power has been given to the
SUS, it now has to prove that the
power can be handled.
"It's nice to have the opportunity
to make our own decisions on our own
area. Now we have to prove that we
can handle this power effectively,"
said Colbourn.
SEE EFFICIENCY, PAGE 4

Gramm·Rudman cuts make
first inipact on Pell Grants
by Jim Scwartz
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

ull Knight

•

•

Who says UCF doesn't have any decent sports? We
have a baseball team that's beaten the pants off of
just about every opponent.
But Saturday night is the tough one. We're taking on
· the second-ranked Florida State Seminoles (we've
already put the Gators to shame) for the pride of
Florida.
Winning this game could earn UCF a national ranking
and a berth ·in the playoffs. It's a big one for us. But FSU
isn't taking this game lightly. They know we're good so
they're sending 2,000 fans down to invade our
campus .
So take a break from studying and come to the
campus baseball complex Saturday at 7 p.m.
Support your home team.

Undergraduate Laura McCafferty made it
through this year at the University of Akron
because she had a $950 Pell Grant.
Now, if a letter she got last week proves
true, she probably won't receive a dime of
Pell Grant money next fall.
McCafferty isn't the only one getting bad
news t his month as, for the first time in t he
Gramm-Rudman era, colleges deliver letters
outlining how much federal aid students can
expect for the next school year.
As many as 800,000 students nationwide
stand to get smaller Pell Grants or lose their
grants altogether next fall, the American

Council on Education estimates. .
Officials blame the Gramm-Rudman
budget-balancing law-which forced a cut of
$154 million from the Pell · Grant program
already this year-and another $215 million
shortage brought on because the Education
Department underestimated the number of
students who would qualify for the program.
If Congress does not approve a bill to give
the program the needed $215 million, aobut
500,000 students will receive reduced awards
for next fall.
In March and April, campus financial aid
· officials normally make tentative awards to
students who apply for aid for the next fall .
The aid officers usually base the tentative
SEE GRANTS, PAGE 4

During exams, Future
will still be here for you
Slaff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For the first time in its
17-year history, The . Central
Florida Future will be
publishing during exam week.
Next Tuesday, students
can find a "year in review"
issue on the stands, full of

Weather

COOL ·
High 80 Low 50

pictures and words recappmg
the past year at UCF.
As UCF has no annual
yearbook, the special - issue
will be an opportunity for
students to have something
to look back on the 1985-86
academic year.

•Mother Nature has
thrown us another curve
ball as jacket weather
returns to Orlando. Things
will be clear and mild during the day turning cooler
at night. Highs in low 80s,
lows in the low 50s.

Donna Lindsey/Central Florida Future

Some day...
This little guy looks forward to the day when he can play ball just like the big boys.
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PLUS $40010WARD
THE PURCHASE OF A NEW FORD

.

•

It's Easy To Qualify
• You must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a state RN
license between October 1,
1985 and September 30, 1986.
• You must have verifiable
employment that begins within
120 days of your qualifying
·vehicle purchase at a salary
· . sufficient to·cover ordinary living expenses and your vehicle
payment.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, M~stang, Jbunderbird
Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco II,
Ranger, F-150 & F-250
The amount of your pre·
approved credit is determined

• Your credit record, if you
have one, must indicate pay·
ment made as agreed.

3535 W. Coloniaf Dr.

Y

by the qualifying vehicle you buy,
and you are eligi~le for the $400
directly from Ford even if you
don't finance your purchase.·
Make your best <;teal and you can
use the $400 toward you·r down
payment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase or lease.
Hurry. If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock it must be ordered
by June 1, 1986, and delivery of
all vehicles must be taken by
August 31, 1986~ See your par·
ticipating dealer for complete
program details.

...

P.O. Box 15950, Orlando, FL 32858

~~ /JJ~ ~ . . ·$°' #~

•

Phone (305) 299-5900
•

ROTC scholarships suffering cutbacks ____PO_uc_Ea_EA_r______.
I

Slaff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•
Air Force ROTC students felt the
sharp edge of the Gramm-Rudman ax
• this spring when the service cancelled
300 scholarships.
The ROTC reductions, imposed at a
time when campus military programs
are enjoying renewed popularity,
threaten the scholarships the
program uses to recruit students and
restrict the kinds of schools at which
students can use those scholarhsips.
The Air Force, Navy and Army
reported 30 percent increases in
• freshman enrollment at the end of

last year-swelling their ranks to the
highest level since the military draft
was suspended in 1973.
Though on reason for the ROTC"s
new popularity is a general rise in
American patiotism, many student::,
are attracted by generous scholarhsij·•
programs that provide full tuition.
But now Air Force scholarships will
be tougher to win and, in many cases,
less generous, says Lt. Les Kodlick of
· the AFROTC headquarters. The
Navy and Army, however, say their
programs will remain status quo for
at least another semester.
Currently, 11,812 Air Force cadets
enjoy full-ride scholarships at the
colleges of their choice, courtesy of

the officer training program, which
aiso pays $100 a month for living
1 ., prnses and picks up incidental fees.
Hut Lhe new budget-balancing law
frirc:erl budget cuts on most federal
programs.
AFRUTC's share of the cuts
mandated that it reduce the number
of new scholarships to 6,200 in
1985-86, compared to 7,500 in 184-85.
In addition, all but the top
scholarship winners will be told to
attend schools -where annual tuition
costs $7 ,000 or less.
"In the past, a successful high
school graduate would get a letter

SEE ROTC, PAGE 5

• UNATTENDED PROPERTY
Thieves look for unattended
property. They watch and wait for
opportunity to take your belongings. ·
Help fight crime by not leaving your
property unattended and take the
opportunity away from thieves.
On Friday night, April 18, there
were two thefts from dormitory
laundry rooms. On the evening of
April 20, there were five more such
thefts. These crimes cost dorm
students over $600 in losses.
Anyone having heard or observed
anything related to these crimes is
urged to call Detective/Sergeant Tom
Gorbas of the UCF Police
Department at 275-2165.

Report says univerities grabbing
for Pentagon research money
by Jessica Snyder
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

..,

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

A recent report charges that "more and
more colleges and universities are enlisting in
the arms race" by takin Pentagon research
funds, but government and college sources
involved in the research say it isn't true.
Apparently intended to enlist students in
the debate over the U.S. arms buildup, the
report-"Uncle Sam Goes to School," by the
American
Friends
· Service
Committee-contends that colleges "have
reversed policies from the '60s and '70s, and
resumed classified military research
projects."
"Absolutely not," says Research Dean
Thomas Wonderlick of Brown University,
one of the schools the report says has
resumed secret military projects. "We don't
don any classified research.''
"Brown, like most universities, went
through time (of student protests) around the
Viet11am War," he adds.
Student anger over Brown's participation
in secret research ultimately resulted in a
policy-still in effect-against taking money
for classified research.
Most major research universities around
the country adopted similar policies at the
same time .
The American Friends Service Committee

(AFSC), a Quaker group which was also a
very active anti-Vietnam War group, implies
that more schools are being tempted to drop
those policies to cash in on the research riches
the Pentagon offers.
The report projects the Department of
Defense-sponsored research and development
will hit a peacetime high of $39.3 billion this
year.
In an interview, AFSC researcher Tom
Conrad clarified that, while the Pentagon
didn't actually spend $39.3 billion on
research this year, the long-term contracts it
awarded to schools and others ultimately
would be worth that much over the followin
years.
The Defense Departmen says its research
budget this year is $1.024 bilion-just 2.6
percent of what "Uncle Sam Goes to School"
claims it is-and probably won't exceed $986
million for the next fiscal year.
And the number of schools involved in
military
research,
rather
than
"skyrocketing," has remained about the
same during the past five years, according to
previous AFSC reports.
"Uncle Sam Goes to School" is one of a
slew of recent studies warning of a
renaissance in war-related research at
colleges and universities.
For instance, petitions to keep Strategic

A footnote was erroneously omitted on a
graphic on page one of the April 22 issue of
The Centrol Florida Future. The footnote
would have noted that the allocation to
Student Government in next year's activity
and service fee budget includes Crew Team,
Water Ski Team, Greek Council and the Black
Student Union. The Central Florida Future
regrets the error.

Tonday the library opens
at 7:45 a.m. and closes aL
midnight. It will open at the
same time Friday. but will
close at 11 p.m.

o.., Saturday, the library
ill open at 10 a.m. and
close at 11 p.m. The facility
will open at noon Sunday
and close aL 11 p.m.
'v\

Bernhard Ohse, correspondent with the shortwave station
"Deutsche Welle" in Bonn Germany talked at UCF about
German foreign relations.

SEE RESEARCH, PAGE 5

UCF to graduate largest class ever

Clarification

• LIBRARY HOURS
The library is offering
extended hours during exam
week.

On foreign policy

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The largest graduating class ever in UCF history
will be awarded diplomas at t.hree seperate
ceremonies May 2 in the gym.
More than 1,550 students have met graduation
requirements, and all but 200 of that number are
expected to attend the Friday ceremonies.

On Monday and Tuesday,
the library will open at the
usual time and close at
midnight .
The library will also have
special hou;s between the
spring
and
summer
semesters.
On May 1- 2 and May 5-7
Lhe library will open at 8
a.rn. and close at 5 p.m. It
will be cl osed May 3 and 4.
The library will resume
regular hours on May 8, the

Speaking at 8 a.m. to graduates in business
administration, health and liberal studies will be
Glenn Martin, president of Financial Security
Corporation of America, and president of the UCF
Foundation, Inc. Those graduates from arts and
sciences will hear John E. Evans, vice president of
WESH-TV at 11 a.m. A. Thomas Young, president
of Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace and a UCF
Foundation director, will speak to engineering and
education graduates at 2:30 p.m.

first day of summer classes.

the Chinese embassy.

•MORE MONEY
Florida residents of
Scottish descent with a 3.3
GP A are eligible for a
$1,000/year
Scot Lish
Heritage scholarship.
Deadline for application is
May 15. Call Lhe Financial
Aid office at 275-2827 for
more information.

Sun Weixue, a veteran of
two decades in the foreign
service of his country, has
spent the past four years in
Washington. He will speak
at 8 p.m. in the President's
Dining Room.

•CHINESE DIPLOMAT
"Lifestyles and Customs
of China" is the subject of a
public lecture April 28 at
UCF by the first secretary of

• NEW TEST THEORY
Test scores tend to be
higher among students who
change their answers frequently on multiple choice
tests, a study by Texas
A&M professor Ludy Benjamin has found.

•HIG-H PRIORITY
A National Governor
Association survey says
most governors put education funding at the top of
their funding priority lists.
But the survey also found
that the majority of state
leaders don't think they'll be
able to get increased funding
measures through their
state legislatures.
•NEWSLINE
If you have a tip or story
idea, we'd love to hear from
y ou. Call our newsline at
275-2601.

4,
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GRANTS

'ME FOR A RESUME. .

through school, said Akron's McCafferty,
who already hol~ a job in the campus workstudy program and delivers newspapers.
We know it's a busy time for you She also hopes that her fiance will be able
Time to cdehrate, cirne co rdlc::ct. But
it's also time to look to chc future.
award-s on what each student received during
to help her pay for school, and that Akron
the· current year. The U.S. Department of
might find 'some other money to grant or'loan
. Kinko's can help you pr<.11are for
·~·our .future.. Wt have a wide range of
to her.
·
.~
Education then makes the actual awards in
speci;tlt y papers and matching
May and June. :
"I am trying to understand why such a ·~
envdopc:s co give your resume the
drastic cut," McCafferty said. "That's a lot
.But the Gramm-Rudman law, the budget
f')roti.:ssional ·look it <.JCSl°rVeS.
..
of money to make up.''
shortfall and the E'ducation Department's
Con1e by and sec us roday.'Therc's
Altthough her financial aid package has
often-erratic effort to calculate actual awards
not beeh finalized yet, McCafferty is
have deepened the uncertainity this year.
=
planning 'on :the worst case ~om'ing true.
''The whole timing of what the Education
University Associate Director (jf Fina·ncial ·
Department does is pitiful," said Paul
Aid John Pitts does not know if the ·school {.
Orehovec, a,id director at the College of
creat CQPles. areat people.
Wooster in Ohio. ·
will be able to fiqd money to replace fost Pell ,
628·5255
Grants for all its students.
"We are asking if we can meet the needs of
Pitts does estimate, however, that 776 ,
all our students," added J ennif~r Hantho,
studen ts out of a total of 4,130 Pell reipients . _ _;....._ _ _ _ _......,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
director of financial aid at Drake University
in Iowa. HWfP ar~ not sure we can."
.
at Akron will lose their grants next fall.
~1
The Edqcation Department plans to mail "
Kansas State plans to "help the neediest
its official Pell Grant. allocation letter in late
(students) firs't," explained aid chief Jim
Upham, "but we have not identified those
May or early June, said spoke.sman Bob ·:;,
7·
Jami-oz. ··
· · ,
·
whcrwill he cut off."
' ,
He added that, colleges will be riotified of ~
Such uncertainity can play havoc· with
" ·
student's plans.
how much they will receive for other aid ·
"I'll probably try to work more" fo get · programs by early May.

FROM PAGE 1

"'. 'idilkO•s® ·
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EFFICIENCY

The
Way to

FROM PAGE 1
He also pointed out that now "the
university would not have to go
through the paper mill" and
efficiency would improve.

MOTHERS RINGS
·AND CHAINS

60o/o OFF
ON

Help •••

~~

ALL

GOLD

CHAINS

SPECIAL &ruDENT AND FACULTY D1scouNTs
ON

UCF has also experienced a
problem with employees who leave
the univeristy for higher paying jobs.

ALL

JEWELRY AND WATCH REPAIR

I

678-7379

"We are going to have to find away
to stop this from happening,"
Colbourn said. ''It is not very
efficient to train these people and
then have them leave us,'' he said.

Corner of Goldenrod Rd. and
University Blvd.):n the
-· K-Mart Plaza

.
•

t

-

•.

'

•

•

OFFICES

Will be closed
APRIL 29-30 AND May 1
s

Is

. . . . . . . . .,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

m...........................m-=• .,.......;............,,.,,,...,,..............,...............,.......,................................................

We are moving .beside

•

I
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RESEARCH

COLLEGE GRADUATES

Build A Sound
Financial Career As
A Stockbroker

FROM PAGE 3

·'

We are a large nationwide investment banking firm seeking highly
motivated graduates from all majors.
to train as account executives.
This is your first step towards
becoming a stock broker. Potential ear·
nings of $100,000 or more a year. To
qualify you must accept our training
program, become .licensed and have a
college degree (or be scheduled to
graduate by July.)
To see if you qualify; please call the
office nearest you.
Start building a solid financ;ial career with us-.today.

~E ~~
~4MJf"l~}co
~C~AIEO
~
Investment Bankers

Boca Raton 800·228·2085 .Miami 800·432·1128/1129
Clearwater 800·282·8284 Pompano Beach 800·432·1335
Jacksonvllle 800·468·7133 Tampa 800·282·8232
, Orlando 800·432·0550
Member NASO o SlPC -1

Defense Initiative research off campus have
been signed by physics professors at most
major engineerinJ:! sc.hriols, with scientists in
other disciplines j;;!niug the.drive.
And liberal ar1 · "chofors last year urged
their schools to rPfusf' Pentagon intelligence
conracts for clas8itied research on Africa and
Latin Americ:i.
Students have yet to enter the debate in a
large way. And many nf th erecent reports
seem to be aimed at educating them about
the "campus-Pentagon connection."
"We have to remember that the Pentagon
is not a vast, neutral work-placement
agency," Conrad says."It's still militaryoriented. And many people are starting to
raise that issue."
Students in particular, the Friends' report
says, should noe "the DOD has stepped up
controls on its campus projects by excluding
foreign students from some facilities and
from · certain research presentation
conferences."
But Conrad, the report's research director,
could not specify any colleges where such

5

bans on foreign students were in effect.
The report's source of information, a New
York Times editorial, did mention Carnegie
Mellon University in connection with DOD
plans to prohibit foreign students from
supercomputer facilities, Conrad says.
But Braden Walter, dean of student affairs
at Carnegie Mellon, says no one has asked his
school to restrict foreign students' access to
such facilities.
The government, which is funding the
supercomputer centers; has asked other
schools to impose such restrictions, says
Bronw's Wonderlick. The National Science
Foundation, which distributes much federal
researc~ money, wants to deny foreign
students access to the supercomputer Brown
shares with Princeton.
''We're arguing this point," he says. Brown
has yet to gain access to the Princeton
computer because of such policy disputes.
· The Pentagon says its classified conracts
also may stipulate that students from "nonallied" countries" be excluded from research
teams.
But "if it's not classified (research), we
have no reason for excluding foreign
students," says DOD spokesman Glenn
Flood. "We can't get involved with
monitoring students.''

ROTC
FROM PAGE 3
from the commander saying,
'Congratulations, you've received an
ROTC scholarship and you may go to
thP ~chool of your choice,'' says

Bat no more.
"Now the emphasis will be on high·
quality, but not necessarily high-cost
education,'' Kodlick says.
Duke University, for example, will
be hit hard by the new restrictions.
Ninety percent of its Air Force cadets
are on scholarship . .

0

WAXTREE
Records &Tapes

i

•

New &Used Records
Tapes - CDs
Rock New Wave

JAZZ Soul
f TAKE
TRADE-IN

677-8897
[Open Mon - Sat Noon - 8pm 1
3090 Aloma Ave
Semoran Plaza
Corner 436 & Aloma

Sun
Tantalizing
Swimwear

Good Luck.
·You're Going
To Need It.
Good luck if you're part of the throng thars
going after the standard summer job. Count on
long hours and low pay- if you're lucky enough
to find the work.
Get smart. Call Temporaries Inc. right now.
As one of our temporary employees, you'll get top
pay, top benefits and jobs with the best
companies in town.
Don't count on good luck for a good summer
job. Count on Temporaries Inc.

WyAnS

A

inc.@
It's time you called for the Extraordinary Temporary.

Fine Lingerie • Foundations
Swimwear • Loungewear

315 EAST ROBINSON STREET #160

841-TEMP

40IO GOIDINllOO RD.

657-1661

EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT

218 Park Ave. N.
629-1705
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U.C.F'S PROVEN #1 COMMUNITY

Gary Still:

Sales
Manager
and U.C.F.
Student

''I would . personally like to thank
U.C.F. for choosing Sherwood Forest
above all .the rest. Our combined efforts have established Sherwood
Forest as U.C.F.'s Proven Number
One Community~''
Come and experience the woodsy charm ..
.Affordable prices

s~art

in the low 50's

CALL 275-9100 ·
Sales and Model Center located One ~ile North on
Alafaya Trail from Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.

..

•

Opinion
European countries
treated U.S. fairly
in Libyan affair

•

,

After the United State's bombing of Tripoli and
Benghazi, no American could help but feel bet.rayed
by the reactions of our European allies.
In fact, the negative reactions began even before
the raid when France, who owes no small debt to
the U.S., refused to allow American bombers t.o flv
through their air space.
·
As if that wasn't enough, immediately following
the at.tack, anti-American protests broke out in
England, Germany, Spain and France.
Yes, we felt betrayed by our "fair-weather
allies, .. but was that really the case?
Looking back, one should notice that not one of
Lhe governments listed ever said anything to comdemn the United State's actions.
1t would even be safe to say that every one of the
governments listed actually supports the United
States. Granted, none have been too verbal about
their feelings. but considering how close the Libyan
threat is Lo these countries, they can hardly be
blamed.
These governments are responsible for the lives
of their citizens and if a "no comment" will help,
than we certainly can't begrudge them that.
.
But what about all of. the negative comments
we've been hearing? Who's complaining and why?
Obviously, it is not the governments of our allies
that are angered. As we have found, they support
us, however quietly.
Nor is it the majority of their citizens. If you consider, the protests have been fairly isolated and
small.
Therein lies our answer to "who'' is responsible.
What we are dealing with is a small but outspoken
portion of the population. Much like the old Moral
Majority of the United States, they are proving
that a negat.ive minority can be made to sound like
t.he majori Ly by using t.he press.
It's very simple, really. People who are happy
and content with the world are not newsworthy.
It.· s the angry mobs t.ha t sell papers and boost.
ratings.
As the press strives to find interesting events, it
often manages to give undue attention to one side,
in this case the anti-American minority.
Finally, we must consider why these people are
so openly hostile towards the United States. This is
not so easily resolved. The reasons are undoubtably
many and varied. and wl' can only speculate on
most. of them.
The one that vou can bet on, however, is fear.
They are airaid 'of being victims of terrorism and
possibly participants in a war. Once again, can we
m:1lly blame them?
No, I don't. think we· c:an. But we can be disappointed.

.~
---_
- _- ~
_ -~

Peanut butter pacifies bug's fears
Does anyone know what to do with a paranoid
bug?
I came home from work last night and found
Herman-that ever-distasteful, peanut buttercating, six-legged pal of mine-cowering in the
closet, trying to steal the shell away from my
hermit crab, Harold.
At first, I couldn't figure out what .could cause a
fun-loving cockroach to fear for his life to such a
degree that he would attempt to pilfer the shelter
from a helpless crustacean.
'Tm gonna die," Herman said. "Someone's out
to get me."
I was quite perplexed. What could drive so much
· fear into this bug? Under normal circumstances, he
gets his kicks playing Russian Roulette with five
bullets.
I couldn't figure it out.
But then I remembered that column Herman
wrote last week while I was out hunting gators.
Apparently, when Herman ragged on certain
members of a certain fraternity for perpetuating
the further existence of racist principles, he ticked
off a few people. Ever since that column appeared,
Herman has heard through the grapevine that he
better not be caught alone in any campus bug hangouts if he values his life.

To pacify my friend's fears, I bought him a jar of
Peter Pan, some beer and a shell so he can pretend
he's a hermit crab. He scooped up the peanut
butter, put on the shell, chugged the beer and
crawled under the door. I haven't seen him since.
If you see cockroach wearing dark sunglasses
and an old seashell wandering near the Kiosk, tell
him his dinner is ready.

The End: Greetings party slugs and welcome to
"The Pub at the End of the Semester." Remember
that there's no use cramming for exams now. The
classes you screwed up in six weeks ago are,_ by
now, quite hopeless.
Why worry about it?
So sit back, have a beer, and blow it all off.
You've been doing that. up until now, why change
your habits.

•No exams in
exam week deadly

•Message to
Libya deadly clear

Editor:

Editor:

What is finals week?
The only reason I ask that question
is because I only have one final during
that week. One final out of four
classes. The rest of them have been
this week.
It's not that I mind much getting
out a week early, but not when I have
to pack all my finals, term papers and
regular classes into one week. Isn't
exam week supposed to be for exams?
One would assume that you could
spend a week or two studying for said
exams and getting papers done, then
take the exams.
But I suppose that makes too much
sense.

he Central Florida future

The Libyan terrorist threat is
something to be dealt with, and the
Reagan administration has taken a
positive step towards doing that.
Bombing their capital was a start.
Their government has exported terrorism and insurgency in the Middle
Usually by the time I'm done with East and served as a training ground
the week before finals week I am for all those wishing to learn what it
Lauri Anderson
dead!
takes to be a barbarian and a coward
Biology
at the same time. The message President Reagan sent was that the consequences of such a combination can be
Drop your letters off at our offices
hazardous to one's health.
located in the ugly white trailer
I'm glad that those bastards finally beside the Health Center, or mail it to
Kyle Miller got what they deserved. I'm even us at P. 0. Box 25000, UCF, Orlando
Education more glad that they got it from the 32816.

The idea batted around during the
student body presidential campaign,
wasn't original, but I think a ''dead
week" is something that should be
pushed for.

McHgan PhlHlpi
Theresa Altomare . Todd Lutz
Art Director
Production Manager

General Manaoer

P.O. Box 25000. Orlando, Fl.. 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865

Tim lall
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s. Mikell Rhode• Don Wllt9ldnd
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Chit• Richcreek
Sports Editor

Adam Chrzan
Photo Editor

Jim Donato
Ad Production Manager

Jeff Qllck
Asst. Mon. Edltor/09Slgn

United States. It makes me proud to
know that every once in a while we
can stand up to brats like Khadafy,
and if the rest of the world doesn't
like.it theri they can keep their heads
in the sand.
Now, I think it's time to finish the
job. · We should send the Marines in
''to the shores of Tripoli,'' and wipe
the breeding ground for terrorists off
the map.
If people have to die get the
message, then that's okay with me.
At least we can be sure that they
heard it.

Jim Moore
Svst-ms Manager

Kelly lulf
Advertising Director

Opinions e1epressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the editor
or writer and not necessarily those of the Board of Publlcallons, university
administration, or Board of Regents. Letters to the editor must be typed
and Include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are
subject to editing and become the copyrighted property or the
newspaper. The Central Florida Future Is a free, non·proflt twlce·weekly
newspaper published during the academic year.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Also dellquent tax property. Call
805-687-6000 ext. GH-4628 for into.

DELTA GAMMA
Yo Dee Gee's, finals are here-study hordl
Just o reminder that the honors report
goes out soon. we need EVERYBODY to
notify Julie about DG's outstanding accompllshmentslll

.,. llTA PHI

Hove a happy and sate summer everyone.
Look out Daytona-here we comell

KAPPA SIGMA
Jay sez._Be at the Anniversary Party this

weekend. It's our 16th year, so let's show
on the others what the scarlet, white, and
green means. We're the first. We're the
best:-.AEKCB.

FOR SALE Morey 8octybar 2000 Gym. Incl. lloorstand and extra weight. Excellent
condition. Orig. 5400, now S280. Also,
Iron and nylon free weights, 190 lbs. and
four bars. Exe. condition. Call 275-2875,
or 568-6784 atter 5:30:· Ask tor Dwight.

Tuscwilla/Casa Parle-Must rent by May I, 2
bdrm 2 bath, pool, spa, all a,)pnances.
For details, call Mark at 365-3953 or Susan
al 365-2972.

Apt lor rent: available in May for summer.
3/2 with celling l'lns, pool spa, dishwasher,
microwave, disposal and tennis courts.
Portly fumished $500 plus security call
281-4251.
.
.

1977 Pontiac Astre S2000 reliable
transportation call Brenda 281-5009.

Beautiful, lakevlew home, furnished with
antiques, Olde Winier Park, 2 bedrms 2
baths, terrace, cathedral ceiling, garden
of water oaks, avail. May ~Jan.
5650 monlf! 644-7623 mornings or even-

3 roommates needed for a furnished
duplex within bicycle distance ol the campus. 1/4 utilities, 5150 per room mate,
duplex has washer and dryer. Call 273-5333. Ask for Forrest.

Female roommate needed. Foxhunt
Lanes. 1/4 utilities. Neat, nonsmoker, 5165
per month, call 351 -5656.

Need mature person share furnished condo w/prolesslonal male. Pvt. room/bath, 5
ml UCF, pool, tennis, nice. S210 mo, 1/2 ulll.
No pets. May l, possibly sooner.
645-5706.

Roommate wanted to share luzury condo
washer/dryer, microwave. Sl90 plus
utilities. 8 miles from UCF. Call Andy or
Ted alter lpm 678-3887.

Roommate wanted to share room total ol
· three In 2bed2bath apt. Apt is fully furnished with lots of extras close to UCF
Sl30 month call Jason 281-4712.

SpeorgLJn great tor diving in summer coinpressed air. New 5185 sale
540. Coll
896-5796.

fer

Refrigerator for sale. Small, S50 or best ofter. 1 yr. old. Call Tim at 275-4343.

Quest Apts hos 2 bedrm 2 bath opts very
close to UCF available nowl Includes curtains & mlniblinds, bug Sl'Jraying,
dishwasher, disposal, central o/c and
washer/dryer if desired. Starting at S385
per month call Jason at 281-4712.

BANK REPO - APPLE II COMPUTER
monitor, hard disc, printer
software, SELL TO HIGHEST BIDDER
Call Lorraine (305) 849-5070.

Sll3 a month plus 1/3 utilities for your own
furnished toom in 3-bedrm apt across
street from UCF, with a microwave.
Available 5/l. 281-1185.

78 Lebaron Good Condition runs well call
277-4587 eves Sl500.

One way plane ticket to Texas or
Oklahoma leaving mid May. S60.00 or
best offer call 275-6645.

Mobile homes tor rent furnished 1 1/2
bedroom-260.00 month. Furnished 2
bedroom-340.00 month. Unfurnished 2
bedroom-320.00 month. Phone
568-4670.

1965 Ford Falcon for sale. Classic running
condition. Call evenings/weekends
657-0194.

Female roommate l or 2 to share 2bed
2bath in Fox Hunt has micro W/D 112
month plus utl. May l 658-0951 any lime.

ABORTION SERVICES
Free Nitrous. Early pregnancy test. Lowcost birth control. Morning-otter treatment. Confidential. Private. Womanowned; A special approach lo health
care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1030 Herman, near 436 and 50.
CLOSEST CENTER TO UCF.
422-0606 or toll tree 1-800-432-8517

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counceling. VD
screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

SSS IMMEDIATE CASH SSS
for coins, stamps or
baseball cards
call Bill 275-6369

DO SOMETHING YOUVE ALWAYS WANTED TO
Canoe, kayak raft the U.S. outdoors
Plan now for info: 896-4978 Orlando.

Condo - come spend the weekend al
Cocoa Beach, May 16-18! Many extras: 2
pools, nautilus, jacuzzi, tennis, racquetball,
restaurant, and lounge, sleeps 4.S45/night. Call Greg 826-9034 or nights &
weekends 671 -0697.

Mad Max: beautiful boxer. AKC
registered, available for stud services call
27 3-8595.
Exciting Job Opportunity
Not ready to enter the rat race? Help
emotionally disturbed children and
yourself by exploring the job opportunities
ottered by Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives, Inc. Meeting In Admin 149 Apr
22,29 at ll.
Yuppies need not apply

Florida wide, expending retail firm Is looking for full and part-time sales help. Flexible hours available, days, evenings, and
weekends, ideal for students. Average
pay S5.00 lo 10.00 per hour. Call Mr.
Wilson at 291 -1603.

FOR SALE 1973 VW Bug Sl400 clean, runs
great call Sue 277-8572.
M/F,2bd/2 l /2ba.Jucczi,pool,recreatlonal
park,Tuscuwilla Area,S250 plus 1/2 ult. Call
Bill Day 356-8874 Eve 365-2623.

Women's Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test CQnfldentlal, individual counseling. In Wi 1405 W. Fairbanks; one black west ot 1792. Mon-Sat.
Call 647-1477. We con help you.

Winier Park private room & bath, laundry,
cable inc. 325/mo. No pets no smoking
657-2233 prefer female.

Pontiac Lemans 74 2 dr PS,PB,AC, low
miles, good cond. Jo 273-6436 eves.

from

Will do typlng In my home. 2 miles
uCF oft Dean Road. Call 657-0937 for information on rates.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
Deslgned/Revlsed(Typed- 657-0079

Professional typing, reasonable rates. 24
hr. mln. notice. 678-1972.

Need anything typed? Call Jeon at
628-2608 and she will do It. Reasonable.

Female roommate needed--ftsnlshed
bedroom for rent during the summer session in a 3 bedroom opt Pool & tennis
5175 plus 1/3 ult call Edith 678-3785.

Apple Compot Computer Franklin Ace
2000 S495 OBO call Chris 657-2508.

Typing &. word processing In my W.O. Co.
home. Experienced. 656 9558.

Home typing service- Plck-t.p and dellve!y.
Resumes. college term papers, book
reports, writers manuscripts, publications,
etc. 396-0429.

ings.

Refrigerator, 4.8 cu. It. like new, S150. Call
275...4112, Osle for Lynn

Attention all campus organizations. Pick
up a classified contract at the Future
Business office If you have not already
received one.

PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK, PHYSICAL
ED, MARKETING, FINANCE, ACCOUNTING
AND EDUCATION MAJORS: Part-lime
yeoround flexible hours; cofT1)elittve
salaries valuable experience must be
ellglble tor ftnanciol ald..fCCWEP division ot
C~ program-offlce AOM124.

Bahamas vacations 5 days 4 nights accomidottons for 2& 1 round trip air lair
from Fl. LalJderdole, a $500.00 value only $49.00 365-3357. '

Apt. for rent·2 bdrm 2 bath near UCF S395
con 2'73-3899.

UCF Moo Duk Kwan Karate club will be forming FREE COED beginner's classes starting
May 8th. Classes will be held MWF from
8:30-10:30pm in the multi-purpose room
in the Educ/Gym Complex. For more Info
call 273-5333 or 657-5030.

UCF MBA student is looking tor students to
work In a sales capacity tor the summer
semester. The hours are long & you must
relocate for the summef. You can get college credit & work with a 118 year old
company. Personally, I mode over
Sl0,000 last summer. for info call Dave
at 678-3062.

ACT NOW! DISKETTES
Bulk 5-1/4" DS/DD. 49 cents each. Lots of
50. These are not seconds. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. No questions asked. Call MEI,
1-800-634-3476, 9-9 EST M-F; 10-6 SAT. Offer expires 5/15/86.

c

EXPERT TYPING: 24Yrs exp. lutl-flme. Term
papers, theses, report~. resumes, etc. Correction ol spelling, grammar, punc., and
editing Included. Reosonalbe. Call Bea,
678-1386.

TRUST MEI
Your professors wlll IOve this unique typing
service. Jane 273-8228.

..
Memory-We love yal We'll miss you dont
forget usl Luv, Rat & the Crue.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Sl 35 MILLION plus in financial aid went
unused last year. Freshmen, Sophomores,
ongoing graduate students; for help
cashing In on your share of those funds.
call Academic Data Services toll free
1-800-544-1574, ext. 639, or write P.O. Box
16483, Chattanooga, TN 37416.

FOUND Tl 58C CALCULATOR
in dirt parking lot behind Computer Ce11ter
II and University Theater Call Bill Hughes,
x3076 Tor TH.

Hey " Fast" Eddie GWhat happened to the Flyers?
GOCAPSI
I
Guess Who?

Photo Nookie
Tribe to the lop while skank Yanks doodle with their dandy.
TYPING. Fast, accurate and reasonable.
657-9015.

FAST TYPING SERVICE

GOVERNMENT JOBS S16,040 - 59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-687-6000 ·ext.
R-4628 for current federal list.

Quick professional services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness. We use IBM equipment letter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Same
day, week end and overnight service
available. Over 8,000 satisfied students.
Call 671-3007.

Sl0-5500 weekly mailing circularsl No
quotas! Sincerely Interested rush self-oddr
stamped env: Al Mailers, 11020 Ventura,
Suite 268, Dept UE, Studio City, CA 91604.

Typist. 20 years experience, particularly
theses and dissertations. Susie 647-4451;
273-2300 after 6. Work colse to UCF for
drop off and pick-up.

•

Dearling-You're so speciall
My knight in tarnished armor...

I'm glad I wailed- I deserve youl
Love, Beast
(PS: save the doggie for me!)

JAYNE- I can hardly believe that in just two
days we make the pilgrimage to see SAMMY! Cha cha yow! I think this just could
change my life!! If ii does, I'm glad to
have you there wilh me. - JIM

.
•
,,

Tll,'.l~--Poor. pcor Phil...jusl like an Ohioan to
do something like that ...could be worse,
you could be an Oriole Ian and have to
deal with incompetence on a daily basis...

•

_Tell it all in the personals. Call Mike at 275-2865.

ATTENTION GRADUATES
Your GRADUATION CEREMONY wlll be available
on_VIDEOTAPE from WUCF·FM!
You can order a 12-MINUTE (approx.)' tape of
the PROCESSIONAL, OPENING REMARKS, and
PRESENTATION OF YOUR DEGREE.
The cost Is $15.00 ·plus $3.00 for shipping
and handllng.

Return this form with check to:
WUCF·FM
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
ORLANDO, FL 32816
NAME:
SS#:
COLLEGE/DEPARTMENT _ _ _ _ _ __
MAILING ADDRESS:

Complete and return the following order forms.
Make check for $18.00 payable to: "WUCF·FM"
)

•

•
c; ,

•

FORMAT (check one):· VHS _ _ BETA.-•

Please allow 4·6 weeks for delivery.
•
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Every Tuesday Night is

STODEHT tllTE
S1 Admission (with student 1.0.)
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Women's crew .first in Florida

University with a time of 8:05.37.
FIT won the men's division in 5:42.2, with
the UCF varsity men rowing their strongest
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
race of the season to cross the finish line'just
Conway
Foi
the
third
consecutive
year
the
UCF
nine seconds later.
Conway Plaza • 4446 Cur.ry Ford Rd., Orlando, FL 32806 • 305/282-3456
In the most exciting race of the regatta; the
crew team's won11;11 earned the number one
Knights
lightweight-novice eight upset FIT
ranking
in
the
:' t a te. winning the Florida
Call 282-3456 for Feature
.
.&
.. Time
.
State Rowing Championship on Saturday in · in a head-to-head challenge that went down to
_ _ _ _ _ _ __.:.__ _ _..:..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , Tampa wJ 1;., !.~ .,ix Flurida universities . the wire. The two boat8 battled stroke for
stroke for most ·">f the race. In the last 200
competed f" r thf' men'::: and women's titles.
meters UCF brought up the stroke rating and
The womw s varsity rowed a thrilling race
gutted it out to the finish, slipping over the
down the 2000 meter course. The eight came
line less than a second ahead of,FIT.
back from a slow start to reach ,the 1500
Pro~essional Typing & Proofreading Serv_ice
The men's frosh four also rowed a strong
meter mark in a dead heat with Florida
Term papers coming up? Let TYPERIGHT
Institute of Technology. In the last 500
race, finishing second out of four in 6:36.6.
help. We can get the job done FAST, and at
In a meeting with his crew after the
meters UCF brought . up the stroke and
very low rates. Papers over 40 pages long, only
surged through FIT, reaching the finish with
regatta, Coach Dennis Kamrad said that he
$1.00 per page. Give us a call and ease your
was proud of the young team whose progress
open water, beating FIT and Rollins College
load. Whep your grade~ . cpme out, you'll .be
in 6:45.
·
this season has been 1 'amazing.'' glad you did.
,,. r.r ·
The crew : team travel~ to Oakridge,
The women's junior varsity four also came
Tennessee this weelfend , to· compete in the
home champions, winning gold medals for
862-6751
Southern championships.
,. ~ - their race against Rollins and J ackso~ville
by Loreen Ray

~U~l!IMA ~ ~~ ~@ltl£1'1t~llo~JOJJJ!ll.

<

•

SHARP RESUMES ONLY $9.00

1

NOW OPEN

Bonded Paper
Gor1eou1 Type
MAIL Your
Career Resource
Center Data Sheet
Plus Upper Level
Classes To:
Quick-Job
P.O. BOX

J•L
OFFICE SUPPLIES

620934

.
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Summer

.ATTENTION ~
COLLEGE STUDENTS
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
iHIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS
Part-time jobs available for
applicants 17 to 34 years old.
Learn a skill. Up to .$5000 in
educational assistance .
Pay for weekend training.
Travel opportunities. ·

•

•
•

•

Joyce & Lucy (Tan Fastique
Tanning Salon) Invite you
to stop in and browse . aro~ndl

"Get a Skill--Get A Job"

CALL NAVAL RESERVE
648-6271

~

I
I1-...
I

I
I
I
I

We can aH beat
inflation ifwe just use our
dollars anCI sense.

:::.:=:----~~-· -

Orlando, FL

TOWER· PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

- -.,'"-,
' \. I
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Fall

Spring

WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD s~~:SER
Full Academl,c Years In
• Oxford Unlver&lty
• L.S.E.
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option:
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff, O.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK, J.D.,
Admissions DirectorCQEA/
WISC, Rm 53, 158 W. 81 St.,
NY,NY, 10024.
(212· 724-0804/724·0136).
(EO/AA}

Brevard CaIDpus

•

is now offering ·

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z·Hills

* Accelerated Free Fall

*

Instruction
Stafic line Program
Tandem Jumping

*

* Best Facilities in Florida

All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
- - Call or Write for our Brochure

Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P. 0. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813) 788·5591

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services Provides
_students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and un·
contested dissolutions. You can receive
atLorney consu.lt ation and representa·
tion free of charge to qualified
st udents. Call 27 5-5590 or stop by Rm
222 for more information or an appointment.
Problems with?

Need?

I ,andlords?

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

U neon tested Dissolution?

Police?

10,
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FSU
· FROM PA<;;E 11
Knights. He gave Manion the
edge since he has an extra day
of rest over Novak, who
pitched Tuesday against
Stetson. Manion went the
distance for the victory over
Stetson on Monday, 5-2.
Bergman also has Lam<tr
Chandler (6-1) rested ir
·needed.
Manion (8-4). currently
holds a 2. 73 earned run
average in 95 innings on the
mound. He was credited with
the loss in the second game
against FSU, giving up three

earned runs in four inings. area.
Woodsy Owl says
Novak took the loss in the
for
Clean Air Ride a Bike
first game after throwing
Sunday's game between
only 3.1 innings.
Tuned engines •• ·•
UCF and FSU has been
"We'll be tough to beat at cancelled due to a deal FSU
less air pollution.
home,'' Manion said. ''I think Coach Mike Martin made ~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
we'll win."
with Bergman. Since FSU
Knight rightfielder Jose will exceed the 6{) game cap
INDEPENDENT STUDY BY CORRESPONDENCE
•The State Unlverslly System of Florida•
Soto and centerfielder John that was placed on Division I
ENROLL NOW ANO STUDY AT HOME THIS SUMMER
Motsinger had a big series teams this year, they asked
against FSU, each collecting Bergman to drop the game on
five base hits. Vince Zawaski April 27. The result is that
had a two day total of four FSU can now face third
runs batted in.
ranked Louisiana State
Florida State contacted the University on ESPN (May 19)
UCF ticket office last week to without exceeding the limit.
announce that they will have UCF has been compensated
approximately 2,000 fans for lost revenue that they
attending
the
game, would have made in their
consisting of students and game with FSU, as FSU has
alumni in the Central Florida paid $5,000 to the Knights.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 11
up a hit. Mark Maloney lead the way around
the diamond as he went three for three.
"The win was a total team effort, like is has
been all season long' ', Novak explained.
UCF came out in full force in the first as
they turned two walks and two base hits into
a four run inning. UCF snuck around the
Hatters by scoring four runs throughout the
course of the following four innings. Stetson
briefly threatned in the sixth with two runs
off three hits and two walks.
The Knights eliminated any chances for a
Stetson comeback by scoring five security

BOXING
FROM PAGE 11
144-141 _and 144-142. Only
_ one judge gave a 144-141
decision to Holmes.
Boxing, of course, is the
most subjective sport of all.
What you see is what you
score. But sometimes what

·Child abuse·

·hurts

everybody.

We need your help.
For information
on child abuse or on
what you can do to
help prevent it, please
write :
National. Committee for Prevention
of Child Abuse, Box
2866, Chicago,
Illinois 60690

_:ff:_
'1lr

· Getting
Tangled Up In
The Rehabilitation

Process?
I•

1

The Client Assistance
Program Can Help!

.; Yourrehabilitation needs areas indiv~ual
2 as you are. Ii youare havingaproblem,first
lry to workitoutwith your counselor.
Ii lhat doesn't solve it...

- WRITE The Governor'sCommission on Advocacy
ior Persons wilh D1?<1bili1ies
Oifice oi the Governor - The Capitol
~ Tall ahassee, FL 32301-804

The Client Assistance Program
Toll Free at..
1-800-342-0823

runs in the eighth. Scott McHugh drove
home a total of three runs. McH ugh has 68 on
the season, and is i ust two short of the school
record which was set by Mark Maloney a year
ago.
Lamar Chandler provided relief for Novak
in the seventh. Chandler struck out three,
allowing no runs and no hits. Stetson went
through three pitchers, with their starter,
Steve Woide, absorbing the loss. Woide gave
up eight hits and eight runs in five innings.
In the opening game of the series the
Knights defeated Stetson 5-2 in Deland. Russ
Manion pitched a complete game in winning
for his eighth time this year. Scott McHugh
hit a three run home run, his 11th of the year,
to spark UCF. ·

the judges see they don't
necessarily put down on their
scorecards. For in their eyes,
Holmes had to put Spinks out
in order to recapture the title.
Sadly, Holmes could not live
up to their standards, Father
Time did not permit it.
So the Holmes era has
ended. He fought well for
years. He will be remeqibered

as a good fighter who ended
his career with a gallant
effort, but came up short for
two reasons: His failure to
finish off Spinks in the 14th
round, and his failure to listen
to his body when it told him it
was time to quit. I hope he
does not fight again, because
nothing will change.

JOBS!

Financial Aid
Jobs ·Available
EFFECTIVE IMMED.IATELY
EmpJoyment Positions
Available

• Both Part Time and Full
Time
• Some will require that you ~i
qualify for Financial Aid · ~
• Please see EmploymentPlacement Bulletin Boards . ,~··
located outside ADM 120
(Financial Aid Office)
f'

WORK AND STIJ.L GO TO SCHOOL!
days, evenings, weekends

Kelly Services has openings in
the following skills: SECRETARIES
RECEPTIONISTS, WORD PROCESSORS,
AND LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

. IELL~·!i~irl"
SERVICES

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M/F/H

NOT AN AGENCY, NEVER A FEE

•

•
Winter Park 678-9909
Maitland
660-2339
S. Orlando 855-5476
Kissimmee 933-0288

•

A Very Good Reason To
Come To The RockMe
You know Prudential. The_Rock. Now I'd like
you to get to know me. As the new Prudential
agent in your area, I am trained to offer you
professional service for virtually all your
insurance needs ... Life, Health, Auto and
Homeowner.
And I'm backed up by the vast resources of
the largest insurance company in the
country - Prudential.
So if personal, professional service is
important to you, contact me. I'm now here
to help.

Kevin P. Connell Orlando, Florida 32809
District Agent and
Office: (305) 857-1371
Registered Representative Residence: (305) 275-3049

The Prudential (!/jjM
..._,..

c 1984 The Pruden tial
Insurance Company
or America,
Newark.NJ

•

•

•

•

'Noles are-coming toUCF

•

by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The former champion gave
• it all he had but nothing
changed. He fought for the
championship of the world
« last Saturday and once again
lost to Michael Spinks. Larry
Holmes simply had lost too
many skills to compete with
• his younger opponent. Father
Time has robbed him of the
ability to. whip opponents
• with punching power and
reflexes.
Spinks won a controversial
split decision to retain the
• title he took from Holmes last
September. He won for the
same reason Holmes lost. It
was Spink's youthful hand
• speed that remained constant
while Holmes' slowly began
to dwindle midway through
• the fight.
But the moment of truth for
the 36 year old ex-champion
occurred during the 14th
• round
of their IB F
heavyweight title bout. He
stunned his 29 year old
., successor with a wicked right
hand. Ip previous years,
Holmes would have pounced
on a dazed foe, pursuing a
" knockout. But strangely,
Holmes stood there, watching
Spinks stroll to the other side
of the ring. By then, Spinks
" had cleared his senses and
regained his form.
In the weeks before
• Saturday nights' rematch,
Holmes had talked about how
he needed to record a
knockout to win, that being
• the only way he could
convince the judges around
ringside. But when he allowed
• Spinks to escape, -he allowed
his opportunity to regain the
title to escape. For all of
Holmes' complaints about the
•judges scoring, the memory
will always linger of ·rum
standing there in the 14th
round, watching Spinks stroll
... away,
wasting
the
opportunity for the knockout
he felt he needed to win.
.- During his seven year reign
as champion, Holmes did not
let opponents get away. But
as he aged, his right hand and
... left jab no longer determined
the outcome. Instead, the
outcome
was
being
•determined by the judges'
right hands in marking their
sr.orecards. Saturday night,
two judges had Spinks ahead

•

SEE BOXING, PAGE 10

The UCF baseball team will
square off against Florida
State Uni~:ersitv for the third
time this se;•<.:o~ on Saturday
night at 1; I rrr., baseball
complex. Uame tir e is 7:00
p.m.
.
The gam 1 ~ ,m important
one for the Kmght.f->. but not a
crucial one. Tht• Sfminoles are
' ranked seco11d .m1ong the
nation's Division I schools in
this week's Collegiate
Baseball-ESPN Poll. A win

for UCF wou :cl probably
catch the attenL1u11 uf the poll
which has el w!'='<l ~ne Kj1ights
since their Apri1 : ranking of
28th. A win :il.-.:o puts UCF in
a better spot in the eyes of the
selection committee which
dispenses the at-large bids to
the NCAA postseason
tournament.
There are 32 bids given ou
for postseason play, but 2. .
are automatically passed on
to conference champions.
That still leaves independent
UCF a legitimate shot at
receiving one of the seven atlarge bids since they have

already won over 40 games
this year.
"We're treating this game
just like any other," Coach
Jay Bergman said. "It's just
as important as any of the
others we've played this
·.;<.> ... ~on.''

NP,nlheless, Bergman
menLi'inPd •1..- ·act that a win
over

r tlf

helptut

'!\<Jes would be
for

post~eason

acLivit v
Assist<h1t Coach Sam Rick
agreed that a win would turn
some heads, but a loss would
not ruin UCF's shot at a bid
in only their sec~nd season of

Division I play.
"It's not a do or die
situation,·· Rick explained.
"It would help us to win, but
it probably wouldn't hurt us
if we lost.''
The Knights fared well in
the two earlier season games
played against FSU at
Tallahassee, but came up
short both times. UCF was
beat 15-12 and 8-3.
In Saturday's game,
Bergman said that either
Russ Manion or Tommy
Novak will pitch for the

SEE FSU, PAGE 10

Knights destroy rival Stetson, 13·4
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Donna UndMy/Central Florida Future

Knights second baseman Bobby Miller rounds second and holds up. Miller has
a batting average of .348 this season.

The UCF baseball team dominated both
games against Stetson earlier this week
(33-15). Tuesday night 's romping of the
Hatters by a 13-4 tally accounted for the
Knights' 45th win this season.
The victory, lead by UCF's ace pitcher
Tommy Novak (11-3), is the Knights'
fourth straight win and their 11th win in
their last 12 games. Novak, who struck
out eight batters in 7.1 innings, · held
Stetson scoreless until the sixth.
"I got ahead of the batter (in the count),
That way I was able to throw my pitch, not
what the hitter expected," Novak said.
Novak recieved help from the entire
Knight line-up as they blasted the Hatter's
pitchers with each UCF starter chalking

SEE BASEBALL, PAGE 10

McDowell pleased with Saturday game
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Editors note: after the game was over
and the cheering had stopped, we sent
Kathy Johnson to the depths of Ger.e
McDowell's office .to get find out his
feelings on the 1986 UCF football squad.

CFF: Looking back at the Black and
Gold scrimmage. what are your general
impressions?
McDowell:] enjoyed it. Really, we're
going to be better this year. The size of
the team. their strength and the skill
players are what will help us .
CFF: In the skill positions, what player~
stand out in your mind?
Mc-Dowell:Aaron Sam at fullback, Elgin
Davis at tailback and Ted Wilson at
wide receiver. We are really good in
those positions. Wilson will probably go
on and eventually play pro ball.
CFF: Do you feel moving Aaron Sam to

the fullback postion will have a
significant effect on the. offense?
McDowell: Moving him has been a key
decision. It gives us more speed at the
fullback position, and he has made the
transition successfully.
CFF: Do you feel confident with the
quarterback situation?
McDowell: Yes. Our situation is much
hetter than it was last year. Darin Slack
played a good game. He lacks confidence
but he is a very smart pl~yer.
CFF: What is the standing with
freshman quarterback Kevin Helms?
McDowell: Helms is a good quarterback,
but what l think would be best for his
career is for him to redshirt next year.
CFF: After watching the game, what do
you feel are some changes that need to be
made ·before the fall?
McDowell: Our main goal was t.o
improve the defensive team concept.
Overall, I think we have done this, and l
do not intend to change anything.

CFF: What
pa rt of the
game will need
the
most
improving for
the fall?
McDowell: Our
line is small,
especially in
comparision to
some of the
Gene McDowell
teams we play.
Also, our lack
of size is really a weak point when you
look into our depth.
CFF: Are there any other problems you
can forsee?
McDowell: Our punting game is
basically nonexistent. We don't have a
punter. Eddie O'Brien (kicker) is out
with a bad knee.

·ucF basebaU unranked again but poll _official gives reasons why
by Chris Richcreek
SPORTS EDITOR

1

For the third straight week the Knights baseball
squad has not been ranked by the Collegiate
Baseball-ESPN poll committee. Yet, according to
•collegiate Baseball official Lou Pavlovich,
"CenLral Florida definitely was in the running" for
one of the 30 poll spots.
~ According to Pavlovich, who helps to put the
weekly polls together, UCF was one of fifteen
teams that were competing for the last two spots.
Pavlovich cited other college clubs, like Auburn

and Georgia (tied for third in the SEC), that also
failed to earn admittance into the top 30.
Pavlovich did mention that if UCF had a
successful end to the season by beating such
powerhouses as FSU and South Florida, "I can't
see why they won't be up there (in the polls.)"
Pavlovich did admit that one of the factors
hurting the Knights was their strength of schedule.
The Knights have only played against three teapis
that appeared in the top 20 poll, compiling a 2-3
record. They will have two more games against top
20 opponents when they play FSU (April 26) and
South Florida (May 2).
Pavlovich did site some reasons as to why o·ther
teams were ranked ahead of the Knights. For

example, Minnesota, who is ranked 22nd in the
poll, is currently riding an 18 game winning streak.
Arizona State, lodged in the 28th spot, sports a
31-18 record, far below UCF's 44-10 mark. Yet
ASU recently took two of three from Stanford
(13th in the poll) and two of three from rival
Arizona (14th.)
Oregon State, ranked 29th, has been compiling.a
13 game winning streak. Finally East Carolina, in
the 30th spot, has only lost five times in 38 outings.
As for the top five spots, Loyala of California has
jumped into the top spot with a 36-7 record. LoyaJ.a
is followed by Florida State (46-8), Louisiana State
(38-7), Miami of Fla. (33-11) and Texas (45-9) .

.....................................................................................................
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HEYHI Cut out this poster and take it to the game Saturday against
. ••• Florida State. Show your support, let's SLAY THE SEMINOLESUI
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One of the things most. va~pires have in common, apart from an exhibited unwillingness to lie
down and dj.e like normal people, is a need for blood
and a relatively enhanced lifespan. The methods of
getting blood vary from the classic chomp on the
,neck to various involved schemes for .robbing blood
banks. There also is some conflict over the donor of

•

•

BY KRYS FLUKER

)

Mise-en-scene: Midnight. At the crypt. Fog swirls
and owls hoot on cue. As the assembled hunters huddle together, bearing the traditional weapons, the
door to the vault swings open and the dead walks ...
"Cut!" the director yells. "Dave, I don't know how
you manage, but you've smeared your makeup again.
And one of your fangs is awry."
"No respect," mutters the beleagured Dave as he
heads back to his dressing room, ''no respect.··
Lately, respect is something that your average
vampire-on-the-street has had a hard time getting,
especially in the movies. The latest image of a vampire is evenly split between the slapstick comedy of
movies like Love at First Bite and the exaggerated
sexual metaphor of The Hunger. Whatever feelings
vampires evoke, they 're a far cry from the terrible
figures played by Boris Karloff and Christopher Lee.
Bram Stoker would cry.
, There are as many kinds of vampires as there are
vampire stories. One the problems a would-be vampire creator faces is the maddening choice of
character traits. Vampires have been, at varying
points in literature: unable to cross running water,
unable to stand garlic, unable to walk in the daytime,
unable to stand the sight of a cross ... or quite the opposite. The list is endless.
First, let's consider the most burning question in
the minds of vampire hunters everywhere: How do
you kill them? Well, like anything, it depends. Some
vampires come unhinged at awhiff of garlic or a drop
of holy water. Others take longer to get the message
that they're not wanted. There have been some that
resist even the traditional stake through the heart.
Of course, you invariably run into the same problem:
how do you kill someone who's already dead?

'

Vampires have been,at
.
.
varying points · in
literature: unable to
cross running water,
unable to stand garlic,
unable to walk in the
sunlight, unable to
stand the sight of a
.
cross ... the list lS
endless.
the blood. Does the person have to be alive at the
time? Does the person have to be a person? (One charming young female example from a re·cent, deservedly obscure novel dined on a German Shepard.)
There have also been a few avant-garde vamps who
don't drink blood; the important thing to them is the
mysterious life force they drain from their victims.
Tastes differ.
Another good question is: how does a vampire
come into being? Always assuming that he/she isn't
born ~hat w_ay (they almos't never are) there are a few

SEE VAMPIRES, PAGE 2

·no vampires make you sick? They feel the same way
HY K1tYS FLlJKl':H

I>id vampire& really exist?
New evidence has come Lo
•light that makes it all too likely.
l>avid
Dolphin, . a
biochemist at the University
•of British Columbia, was one

of the first to suggest that the

··age-old curse" of vampirism
was really at.tributable to the
symptoms of porphyria, a
rare hereditary blood disease.
The diseast• is characterized
by many of the classic signs
of vampirism. Its victims
must. avoid light, because

t.hcir skin bernmcs extremely
sensitive Lo ultraviolet light.
Thus is the image of a vampire as someone who cannot
stand the t.ouch of the sun
perpetuated. When exposed
to the sun, poryphia victims·
skin developed sores. The lips
and gums also pulled hack,

simulating the appearance of
fangs.
But looks were the last problem on the sufferers' minds.
The disease was caused by a
defiency of heme, a vital part
of rPd blood cells. The victims
werf' often driven to suck the
l>lood of others in an attempt
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to gain the heme they could
not manufacture themselves.
The ailment is easily
curable now, but it is not difficult to imagine what it
would be like to be stricken
with it in the 16th century.
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•STUDENT FEST!\' AL
Visual and perlorminl? student artists '"''
combine t heir talent~ rn on•,em u fest.' al
April 17-18 on thtl liC:t' ;c""" anrl 1:1 ih•· student organizations lounge.
The event. which will feature musicians, ar·
tists. dancers and drama students, will take
place from 9·5 both days. For more information call Nancy Deis at 671-6351>.
•THE RITZ
A straight guy on t bl' lam from the Mafia
hides oul in a gay bathhouse in this ~ntral
Florida Civic Theater presentation Perfor·
mance dates are April 17·20, and 23-27. For
morn information call 896-7360.
•THF TAP DANCE KID
Zev Rufman presents thi~ Tony Award·
winning mu~i..:al about a boy caught between
pursuing a career as a dancer and following in
lus father's footsteps.
The show. which runs ·.pril 22·27 at Bo'
Carr Performing Arts Centre.
featun ,
BroP.dway alumni Eugene Fleming, Dule E, ,,
and Martine Allard. For more informat1u11
call 843-81 u'.
•IN CONCERT
David Allan Coe will be the opening act for
Willie Nelson at the Ocean Center at Daytona
Beach ~n May 9. Tickets are$ 15 reserved and
can be purchased at all Select-a·Seat outlets
and the Ocean Center box office. To charge
by phone call 254·4545 or 1-800-858-6444 (toll
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•ANNIE
The Broadway classic premieres with a
gala benefit performance and a pre-show
reception to benefit The Kida· Junior Theatre
Concept. Inc. Opening night is April 17 at the
ValenciR Community Black Box Theatre,
East Campus. Tickets are $25 each. For
tickets and more information call 677-6647.
•CONTEMPORARY GOSPEL
Sandi Patti and 1st Call will be in concert
at Lak61and Carpenter's Home Church April
19 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are a $6 donation and
are available at The Carpenter's Shop. Call
toll free L·800-826·5239.
.
•DISNEY CONCERT
The Four Tops, Paul Revere and the
Raiders, the Turtles, the Grass Roots, and
The Spinners headline the 'Blast From the
Past' April 25 in the Magic Kingdom. Tickets
are on sale for $15.95 in advance at Select-aSeat locations, participating Sears stores and
Walt Disney World ticket locations or $16.95
at cne gate.
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UCF students, wake up. Surprise!
There's a real world out there!
BY KRYS FLUKEH

Now God be Lhanked. Another semester i::-(almost) over and done with.
This has been a big semester for me. It $
the semester I was ~upposed to have>
graduated, (ha!) the semester I got introduc:·
ed Lo the wonderful world of politics courtesy
of my friends Will and Cindy, the semestE•r J
got a trip to L.A. to interview Moll>·
Ringwald, (wow!) and the semester l...ah, but
tha l's classified.
I guess the most important thing th<tl hap·
pened to me is that l made more frimds thi1'
t.erm than I've made in mv en tin· colleg(•
career. The more I think abo~t it. Lhe more I
realize that most people at UCF are just lih
me, my first six semesters; they go to their
classes, grab a bite at the Den and scurry
home before they can be contaminated I»·
contact with another human being. In doing
so, they don't. realize what they're clwa1ing
themselves out of.
(She climbs up on her soapbox) Wh.\· an·
.vou paying major bucks to come h<'n·'!
Granted, there aren't many alternative!' lnr
someone who wants to be a, say, l'nl-,rinePr.
But why keep the university sysLem at all'!
Why not replace it with all-electronic at.-honw
education?
The reason, friends, is th<:1t a humongous
part. of what the PR people call t l~e ··c~lleg(•
experience" is being bootNl headfirst i~t? a
men_a ge of cultures, ages, and personahL.1Ps:
0

La Di Da
pl'npll' ~,. ou rnulcl n l IH1 \'(' nw l <ti l :n\.\ p<1 l I l 1g It
or P.S. 7,4~>-<. Hu I it does11 't du any gone/ r,'
you don·, ta/I,· In them .' Me(·l pN>pll·~ J(li1 1
clubs! Hc•avcJn knows I hl'rt' are l'n<iugh 1.J
bo1h!
/\.o..., rn\· fri0nd and cti-worker Tim w• 1t1ld sa.\·:
"I h1mn~iL, slugs! Un srimPt.hing! ..

Almost gom.· but not lorgot ten: To all m.'·
romradPs who are graduaLing: Snf, ,~ Sniff~ I
will miss >·ou (most of youl vt•r>· much ~~' 11n1 ·
t1f you) V<-~ry very much (a few 111 .,., 1u, ·'" 1u
know who you are). ·
(iraduation. Uosh. l h1ghh (!11ul>L l hat I 'II
to mine. but just l IH· 1 IH1ught of Lark»
black polyest.er robes und ~illy liltk• h<tt~
chokes int· up. The lwrd·'-'l .d P <.:Prem om· t ha l
UCF fcivors. howPver, lwlp~ ml' keep buck 1 h1·
t.ears. Honest.Iv. vou'd l hink t.h<Jl CJ srl11HJ!
l hat puts pn•t i \'ll.(·ss ;d1fl\ c· <ti mo~l all 01 hvr
<·1msidC'r~ : i(ln~ might hl' ahlt• [.() cit•\·i~1· <1
n•n•11111nv l licit 's a lit t 11· 11J<1r<'. .• C<'rc·111011iul.
Mayb1• ;noving il hack in111 t lw rt:fh·cling
po~d (prPfPrahl .' · dr<1i:wcl 1.lli: ii wouldn't
makP a wholt- lot of ditforl':'ncl') would hf'lp.

go

\' AMPIHl ·:S
1: HO\I I' \LI <
wavs to achieve trul' ,·ampirism.
.
'i'tu· classic nwt.hod. c•xhibitl'd in the nt>vel /Jrucula. 1s t 11
" l'l , oursell killt•cl ll\ om " TIH ·n, of cour~< " .' 11u url':' l hl'
~nd1'.ac1. which diff Prs. In1m hc·ing t.hl' li,·ing in <t h·\.\· impor1ant Wt:l\ ' S.
Of cn~rsP. tlwr<' <tn· <1 l<·w drawbacks to this t lworY. In
1h(' l'ir~I place'. if l'\'('I'>" µt•r:-.nn or thing killPd Ii~· " \'amp1.n·
r11 •nmu>." one, t.he world would short I>· hP m errun w1.t h t lw
nit ters. N<H1m · who l'VC'r had tlw "curs<' .. spn·wl 1 l11s wa.' ·
lw"- n·soln•d t hi , problPnl sat isfacl oril.'"
A not hl'r nwl hod. mon· popular n•cpnt I,\·. has l he nt"W
vampin· CTPat.ed liy drinking an old vampin•'s. blood. Thi1'
clraq ically cuts d(lwn nn 1llC' numl><•r nl \'Umpire's running
aruund, Cl.nd onl» l hl' most "dl•8N\'ing" r<·n·pit'nl ::- Pncl up
1 rolling for thif'I' own vkt.im s.
Most penpl1· agrP<' t.ha I what .l':'v<·r t lw method u~1·d In
n<·<llC• vampfre$. 1he~· ar<' cndowl'd with sonw prl'lt.Y
"lwcial powers. Tlw ahilit.\' to fl>" turn into a lwl. h.\'P·
not iz1• victims at will. or c.•xh ihit amazing strength oft 1·11
comps with t lw i.erritrn»·, so t.o speak. And vampin·:-.
almost alwavs live lon.g w.
That · long~·vi l y, howPvN. seems to hl' a .dou hlP·t·.~~l'd
sword for t lw mhdern vampirP. If t IH',\' arP. m "tact, 1m111ort.al. then lifo could get prPt ty boring after a whill'. Thi~
could h(• a good incent i\'C· tor sleepinµ- all da>" Things tend
to pall aft.er a.couple ot l'<.>nt uries.
.
.
.
The vampirl' mystiqul' is one t.hal sonolog1st s havl' I n~d
t 11 explain. J 1 is t rul' that t.hl' only l wo recurring l henw~ in
lolklorp from twarl\' all cultures on tlw c.. art h an' vmnpm.•s
and t.hil•l" lwan•nl_v ·co1ml.<-'rpurt s angels. It is evc•n possihll'.
giv<•n 1lw divPrsily of traits for t.lw lwo supPrnatural bl':'·
ings. 1l1e1t the.\' an' twP si dPs of t.lw "'Ullll coin.
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GET SOME SHREDDED PAPER INTO YOUR LIFE! .,.,,.,
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·Confetti
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Yes, you too can participate in the festival that is Confetti -in the glamourous position of!....
• writer-absolutely free of charge!!! If you stick around for long enough, we might even pay ....
~you!!! This fabulous offer is open for an unlimited time-and all you have to do is stop by the•.
w Central Florida Future offices and apply! Or call 275-260 l and ask for Krys!!!
~.
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Askvourfrlends what they like about
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FOR20 MIWON PEOPU,lrS MONEY IN 1HE 11N1.
Sign up wherevervou have a ctlecklng orsavtngs account
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IT'S THE COOLEST HEAT YOU'LL EVER FEEL.
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Choppy, boring, Legend
leaves much to be desired

•

'•
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IT'S BELOW MIAMI, AND ABOVE THE LAW
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A HAYWARD/ HILL PRODUCTION · BLUE CITY· JUDD NELSON ·ALLY SHEEDY
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS ROBERT KENNER AND ANTHONY JONES
SCREENPLAY BY LUKAS HELLER &WALTER HILL · BASED ON THE NO/EL BY
.···· .
. ROSS MACDONALD · PRODUCED BY WILUAM HAYWARD AND WALTER HILL ,. ...
:_,.!~;\;!.;,~.. DIRECTED BY MICHELLE MANNING
A~~~<?~.~~~l~_!..~~-E '-~~~:

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 2ND
AT A THEATER NEAR YOU

Darkness flows around vou. Discontmous
images float through youi~ hrain. You sense
sorr•ething is happening hut you can't quite
grasp what. You might he dreaming or you
could be watching Legend.
Director Ridley Scott. whose works include
Alien and Blade Hunner. is a fine visual
Rtylist but LhC' continuity and script of his
latest effort leave much to b(• desired. Part of
thC' problem may have bt•en in the way the
film was formulat .ed.
Scott. contracted novelist. William Hjortsherg t.o write a screenplay utilizing Scott's
idPas. .. Ridl<·v decided we should have a
qu(>st ... Hjort.sberg said ... He also wanted
unicorns and I hought there should be magic

armor and a sword. I came up with the idea of'
having the world plunged into wintery
darkness. So we had all these elements which
hC1d Lo be woven into a story ...
It is difficult to believ~ ·the duo actually
worked on the script for three years. The
director of continuity for the film must have
had his hands full. bacause he dropped a lot
of stuff.
For example. early in the film a friendly
peasant woman tells the heroine that she
shouldn't, associate with the peasants like
ht>r. The heroine then tells her that she has
been like a mother. Of" course it's no big deal

SE!·: I.J-:{;i.:N I), PACE ()
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BEAT THE CLOCK
MONl)AY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50C DRINKS
10:()0 $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 soc DRINKS
•

I

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

50 cent DRINKS
FRO_M 8TO10

WEDNESDAY .
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP·SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA~S ·
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.

FRIDAY MIAMI · · VICE PARTY · -.
.WATCH TH~ SHOW· ON ·
WIDE SCREEN T.V.I
CQNTESTS, PRIZES
8t T-SHIRTS

SATUR.DAY NIGHT·
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRAN·CE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
·. The First And _Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Fiorida

OFF THE WALL
.4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando, FL 3280f9
'"

·:
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S~dents

who pick Rambo
'might get left in the trenches
BY. STEVEN

R.

WOLF

. Rambo is the fictional character of choice
for UCF students, three UCF English professors discovered recently while grading the
essay portion of the College Level Academic
Skills Test.
Dr. Katherine Keller, Marian Price, and
Christine Higgins-Young spent a weekend in
Gainesville grading what they considered an
overwhelming number of CLAST essays on
Rambo, Sylvester Stallone's character in the
ultra-violent movies First Blood and
Rambo:First Blood Part 2.
Coming in at a close second was another
Sylvester Stallone character, Rocky Balboa.
Bill Cosby's TV persona, amiable dentist
Cliff Huxtable, was· a distant third.
During the CLAST, stµdents were given 50
minutes to write about one of two topics: An
object man-made in modern times that
should be included on a list of the wonders of
the world; or a fictional . character from a
novel, story, play, movie, or TV show that
many people have strong feelings about.
The three instructors said that most people
chose to write about the latter group. Of that
group, at least half chose Rambo. Most of the
papers praised Rambo for his bravery and his
"fight-back" attitude.
"I know more about Rambo now than I
would ever care to,'' Keller said. She adds

•

that most people who wrote about Rambo
You've always wanted to do
misseci t.he point. of t.hP P~say. "Pennie shonlrl
Whitewater Raft This Summer in West Virginia
have analyzed his impact on society rather
than his life story."
FOR FURTHER INFO: 1-305-898-4978 (Orlando)
"It's scary that the next generation is
idolizing someone like Rambo,'' Price said. ''I l - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - don't think that English teachers identify
with boxers and shoot 'em up types."
Higgins-Young said the lack of original
thinking was disappointing. ''I was surprised
students didn't pick characters from books to
write about,'' she said.
The essays were evaluated on a four-point
scale, with four being the highest grade.
Keller, who said she graded nearly 300
Sat. yigil Mass 6:00 PM
papers, gave only one Rambo paper four
points . . Price graded over 150 papers and
Sun. Masses
gave the top score tb only a few Rambo
pieces. Higgins-Young, who went through
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon
352 essays, said she can't recall giving four
points to any Rambo papers.
Keller and Price said that most of the
Masters Choir Rehersal
essays they graded would not have received a
Wedne·s day 7:30.
passing grade in their regular classes.
Department of Education officials in
Tallahassee said they have no way of deter1501 South Alafaya Trail
mining how well Rambo fared state-wide on
the March 8 CLAST. Essay questions are
275-0841
changed each time the CLAST is administered.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

WELCOME

SEE RAMBO. PAGE 7

·oon't Rei t!
,~

•
This black woman could be
America·s hope ... she's a United
Negro College Fund graduate
who could dedicate her life to
finding a cure for cancer. A cure
that could save thousands of
lives each year. And fill every
black person's heart with pride.
So support black education.
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund, Box Q. 500
East 62nd St .. New York, N.Y. 10021.

..

.............

Help.
Our Cities.

OurOceans.
Our Trees.

•

Own Your Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alafaya Trail.

Our Towns.

Become Your Own Landlord

Our Forests.

Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
roommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
ho-w the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want m~e
too!

Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.

Our Deserts.
Our Lakes.

Our Tomorrows.

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat, I OAM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

Give a hoot.

282-4393

Don't pollute.

$399/fP~I*
No closing costs.

Forest Service, U.S.D.A. rial

•

............
.............

Sale price $52,400, S2700 down. $49,700 mortgage 9.0%

A.R.M., plus or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4% .

Adjusted to 1-yeOr T-BHI. AP.R. 11.5%
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Eat-In
Or
Take-Out

~"'~~"'"-~

Fresh
Made
Salads

Goldenrod Groves
Shopping Center

•

Winter Park

4270 S.R. 426
(305) 678-8113

HOURS
9.9

•

Mon-Sat
12-7 Sun

ALL MEATS CUT
FRESH TO ORDER

THE

Rl~HT

STUFF

If you were honorably
separated from the Navy,
you are made of the right stuff.
Continue your Naval career
in the Navai Reserve!
We offer:
• new GJ. Bill
• reenlistment bonus
• .monthly paycheck
• travel
• retirement benefits
• advancement
Fin~

out if you

qu~lifyl

Call 648-6271 ·
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Can hot tubs replace bars
as the national pastime
HY

G.A.

HINES

A problem since· "~ rito ·.;et. up his academy
in ancient Gr<'P<'<' !·-- ·: !)PPU fur students to
combine relaxation with study. With the invention of ak: ;ho:, students drank wine on
the Parthenon steps to unwind from finals.
Plato was a demanding professor.
When bars and nightclubs were invented,
students began to gather within these
establishments to break from the collegiate
workload, and so it has been since then.
However, the latter pastime is about to reach
its demise, for technology is a wonderful
thing. What evolution does for students!
With great advancements in micm-items and
compact-wares, comes the portable hot tub.

neighbors that will allow you and friends to
absorb the jet spray. If you can not find these
neighbors, find friends to chip in and partake
in this latest in finals past.ifrl(-lS.
In only a matter of time, people will take
note of the importance of the hot tub .and
begin to prefer it to mundane outings to the
nightclubs. Like clubs, the spa will offer the
vegetating student an opportunity to rest his
mind. The tub, however, is a recreational
alternative to the stagnant bar scene. The
possibilities with a spa party are endless. A
keg, some music, and four hundred gallons of
water. Friends should not be too much of a
problem, if you can convince them you actually have a JACUZZI in your back yard.

Given a large amount of people stepping in
The hot tub has not really caught on yet.
and out of the tub, there are bound to be a
Only a · few elite people-not many · couple bacteria floating. This only need be
students-have experienced the advantages
mentioned in passing · for after the high
of the portable spa.
temperatures, 90-110, speed up germination
all the clorine you dump in should kill them.
For only $60-$80 per day or $120-$200 per
week, one can rent a portable spa. This inThe spa is limitless in creative opporcludes delivery, set-up, and removal. Water is
tunities ·for a group party. Just as the
the only major requirement that the renter
nightclub and alcohol scene caught on so will ·
need furnish .himself:
the hot tub in this culture for the same purWhat kind of advantage is this to a starv- pose, to take a drained·brain and give it the
ing student? Wait. Hope for rich, generous repose it needs.

'9t/NBt/'97ER'9
WINDOW TINTING/SOLAR CONTROL

GRAND OPENING
$55 Most Cars
657-6327
954 W. Fairbanks Ave. Winter Park

0
Bring them to the University Boo~store:

April 23·25
April 28 & 29
April 30-May 2

8:30 am to 5:00 pm
8:30 am to .8:00 pin
8:30 am to 5:00 pm

Cloth or paper - Used on this campus or not ,We'll buy ALL books with resale market value.

A.SJ.I. · Spe~ial Jewelry Sales During Buyback

(i. Confdl i . .\pril I 0. I ~lHll

LEGEND
FHOM PACE 3
when her ''mother'' gets zap·
ped. a while later and is
paralyzed. No, we never do
find out what happens to her.
Another of the "brilliant"
devices }:ias the slimy, evil
goblins not speaking in what
you might think would be
goblinspeak, i.e. broken
English, but instantly come
up with rhymes for whatever
they say. One of the "great''
lines for Blix, leader of the
goblins, is "Maybe innocent,
maybe sweet; Ain't half as
nice, as rotting meat.'' Why
couldn't he just say "Nice
girls make me sick.'·
Another goblin, Tic. shows
his lingual brillance and
happy-go-lucky attitude by
shouting "Adios Amigos,'' as
the "Lord of Darkness"
throws him into a crevase.
Bli~, impressed with his lord
says, "Wow!"
One
of
the
great

philosphicaJ ideas that floors
me is that the two unicorns
seen in the film are said t.o
have created the universe, according to Jack o· t.he Green,
the heroine· s boyfriend. (I
hesitate to call him a hero.
Tom Cruise might regret that
he ever heard of this role) Of
course the goblins have no
problem killing one off in the
first fifteen minutes of the
film and have the other cap1.ured within thirty minutes.
It is also truly amazing that.
the "good guys" can set. up a
light relay station that would
rival all of our satellite relays
·today. And they only use tin
plates. I never realized light
carried so much concussive
force, as it smashes t.he doors
down and squishes the ''Lord
of Darkness.·'
Speaking of the "Lord of
Darkness," we have a great
example of evil here. Most
villians are content to have
absolute power, but this guy
(or thing) wants to destroy

ever1.hing. "In thP beg-inning
was t lit· void and to t lw vrnd
Wl' ~hall return... lw '-'<1vs.
Darkness and ligh t urc" nn1 on1~· presented as s~· mbolic l'X·
i.remes hut as a concrete forct:•
whfrh affect the ·story.
I would have liked to comment on the actors· and LJ("
tresses' abilitil's bUL Ll1t· plot
will only allow me to sav, "I
don't 1;elieve anyone ..,.;ould
have participated in thi~ "
You might want to check
"Legend" out just. to see t.he
cavernous sets which the
dirertor obviously 8pf:•nt all
his time working on. The
costumes are also interesting.
although the elf looks like someone stuck point~· ears on a
ten year old and t.h1• "Lord of
l >arkness ·' looks like hf:• stole
his horns from a Texan's
Cadillac.
·
If you do decide to brave
the film remember to bring
someone along t.o dream with
you. and don't go when you're
I

in'd

YOUR
STRENGTH.
•
•

•

QUITTING. IT COULD BE
TtlE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.

•

Give a-hoot.
.
Don't llute. ForestServtce, U.S.D.A. Fii

•
•

.CientJe 'Dental

•

Orlando International Airport· 855-6761

-~

.

"
•

GRADUATING BUSINESS SENIORS!

PRUDENTIAL HAS EXPANDEDI
America's largest insurance and financial
service company has opened a new office in South Orlando and has openings
for multi-level agents and registered
representatives. An excellent opportunity
with extensive financial product line, excellent benefits and training program. For
a confidential interview.,.call Mike Richter
at (305) 857-1371.

GNs/RNs
..

MONDAY

MAYsth

lP.M. -BP.Af.

The Prudential @iiJ
~

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPEN HOUSE
Come to Mercy ... meet our outstanding staff, tour the institution;
and in a relaxed, fun atmosphere enjoy refreshments and giveaways.
·~

.

WHERE:
Main Lobby, Mercy Hospital

1-95 South to U.S. 1, turn left at S.W. 17th Ave.,

I

turn left st S. Bay~hore Drive, turn right at Mercy Way.
OR
U.S. 1 North, turn right at S.W. 17th Ave.,
turn left at S. Bayshore Drive, turn right at Mercy Way.
You'll find our salaries, shift differentials and benefits to be
exceptional. If you would like to share your future with us and are
unable to attend the Open House, please call or apply in person to:
Sheila Mulcahy,RN, (305) 285-2707, MERCY HOSPITAL, 3663
South Miami Avenue, Miami, Florida 33133. An Equal Opportunity
Employer MI FIV I H.

'

@Mer,~y
ENTERPRISE 1701
THE SOUTH'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS ,
FANTASY & WAR GAMING, SCIENCE FICTION. & BLOOM CO .

2814 Corrine Drive• 1 Mi. E. of Base• 896-1701

The Medical Center that cares for Miami.

•
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.R AMBO

US. Peace Corps.

suprrh t:' rnes, .. Dees aid. He adds that H.amho is a hero because he fought back and settlPd the scort> with North Vietnam.
l>ees predicts t.hat. Rambo-type characters
will be around for a while. "We just left the
anti-hero period of Dustin Hoffman, Alan
Alda types," lw said. Dees thinks that the admiration that college students have for Rambo should noi be consiciered negative. "I
don't think it means young people today are
militant or hlondt hirsty."

\ .' \~( )\\ l' .\( :1 · -t

The toughest job you'll ever love.
I )r. l )avid l)pc•s, 1.1:-;sociatt:• professor of
~llciolog>
<1nd assisianl dean of
Undc.•rgTaduatt· SLudies at UCF, said t.he
chancef' ;m· good t.hat }{ambo essavs were in
t liP majorit.\' throughout the st.ate.· Howe\'er.
I kt>~ dcJes nut shan· t.lw same concern that
t ht• English professors express.
''WP se0m t n h0 in ::in Pra where thPrf' arc> no

~~~===~~~===~~!

. THE THREE -PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY
HOURS AT

7

lt's*~:!r than Hacky-Sack

Doffball!
It's the game you can't wait to play.

...

~ . £BEAN, . ED aoT!
~w~__Q_isR
'IW0 RI<'

FOOD & SPIRITS
1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.

With Growth, Largest Selection
6000 Movies, Fastest, Friendliest
Service Reservations
Open 7 Days M-Sat 10·9 pm Sun 12-7 pm

2. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.

657·8414
7456 University Blvd.
· (next to Winn-Dixie)
Winter Park, 32792 - University Square

3. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
HOURS

"Every VCR owner should be our
customer" - Come by & see why!

MON.-THURS. 11 A.M. - 12 P.M.
FRl.-SAT.
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.
Noon - 6 P.M.
.
.

---------r-----------------------------VCR
I MEMBERSHIP i BLANK I

1ALL MOVIES I

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S· AND ROBINSON'S
898-6041

I

ONLy

I

I

EXTRA DAYS
ONLY 95 ¢

I
II

$5.00

Mon-Thurs

I

Mon-Thurs

RENTALS

II 2 for $3 •00 II
I
I

L
--------------

·

I . MAXELL I
1$1.95
YEAR•, T-120 TAPES II
PLUS 1
I
I FREE MOVIE I
I
1
10NLY $4.991
I

ONL y

1

UCF Student. &
Faculty Special

I

Reg. $IL 70

I

1

.

With Coupon Only

1
I

---------~------------------------------·

I

United· Parcel Servi·c e
. Part-Time Positions Available

.

United P.a rcel Service will be

accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hOur. ·
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Care~r Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124.· UPS is an
.

.

-

equal opportunity employe·r.
·Work shifts begin at 4:30 a·.m.,
Or 11:00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

~

I

U S·

I
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64 A.D. EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA

•

FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT

out your best Serve
Bud Light at your next
toga party. Or ask for it
at your favorite
beeraton·um.

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.
© Anheuser-Busch, Inc. St. Louis. Mo.

•

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Robert Gibson, 671-0661 or 851-7100

•

•

